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Letters

The root of Martin Amis's anger
 (65)

Tweet this (126)

The Guardian, Saturday 20 February 2010
Article history

Dear Martin Amis, You complain about the "reckless distortions" and
"chaotic perceptions" of you in the press (Review, 13 February). You
seem bemused, hurt and outraged. Perhaps a closer and more honest
look at yourself in relation to others could be one explanation? Two
stories from my own experience of you illuminate what I mean.

First, you visited Mark Boxer, my husband, when he was dying. You came
with Chris Hitchens. Mark was exhausted because you stayed far too
long. You smoked over his bed. I later learned the length of visit was not
borne just of affection, but you were filling in time before you caught a
plane at Heathrow. You wrote a piece about your feelings and tears as
you left. I saw no evidence of these.

Second, Mark asked you to be godfather to our daughter Claire. She
was six when he died and when later she was reading English at
University said she was studying Martin Amis and did I know anything
about him? Oddly enough, I told her, he's your godfather. We invited you
to lunch. You paid scant attention to Claire (didn't even cough up the
statutory five bob expected from godfathers!) and she hasn't heard from
you since.

Can I suggest this level of narcissism and inability to empathise may be
at the root of your anger with the press and your need to court attention?
As ever,

Anna Ford

London

Printable version Send to a friend Share Clip Contact us Article history
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Shimon | Book review
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Lanchester and Money by
Martin Amis | Audio

24 Feb 2010
Christopher Hitchens
joins the fray: writer
backs Martin Amis in row
with Anna Ford

22 Feb 2010
Martin Amis responds: A
poor godparent, yes, but I
did not 'fill in time' at
friend's deathbed

Gallery (14 pictures):
Martin Amis at 60
25 Aug 2009:
Martin Amis, the one-time
enfant terrible of the
British literary
establishment, turns 60
today. Take a look at a life
in pictures of the author
of Money, London Fields,
and Time's Arrow
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